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E-mail address: urip@post.tau.ac.il (U. Polat).Perceptual facilitation in detecting low-contrast Gabor patches (GPs) is induced by collinearly oriented
high-contrast ﬂankers. Our recent Visual Evoked Potentials (VEPs) study provided new physiological
evidence for these collinear interactions, reﬂected by nonlinear modulation of multiple waveform
components and frequencies [Sterkin, A., Yehezkel, O., Bonneh, Y. S., Norcia, A., & Polat, U. (2008).
Multi-component correlate for lateral collinear interactions in the human visual cortex. Vision Research,
48(15), 1641–1647]. Here we used VEPs to study the temporal structure of this process. Low-contrast,
foveal target GP (T) was simultaneously ﬂanked by two collinear high-contrast GPs with a spatial sepa-
ration that induces facilitation of T (lateral masking, LM). Another mask, identical to LM, was presented at
different time-intervals (ISIs) after LM (backward masking, BM-on-LM). The responses were compared to
separate waveforms evoked by T-alone and mask-alone at different ISIs. BM canceled the physiological
markers of facilitation at an ISI of 50 ms, in agreement with earlier psychophysical ﬁndings, whereas
no BM effect on T-alone was observed. This ISI coincides with the active time–window of lateral interac-
tions, conﬁrming our working model. The waveform amplitude of the negative N1 peak of LM was mod-
ulated toward the linear prediction of no interactions and the spectrum was shifted toward suppression,
with no evidence of facilitation. Moreover, the P1 peak amplitude of BM was decreased at the same ISI,
indicating that there is a mutual interference in cortical representation of both events. Waveform sub-
traction between BM-on-LM and LM suggests a mechanism of extended persistence of the target repre-
sentation underlying facilitation in LM. We suggest an explanation for the role of improved detection of
collinear stimuli in grouping of contours.
 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Neural representation of localized targets is modulated by con-
text. Although the modulatory effect is mostly suppressive, it may
also be facilitative in some spatio-temporal combinations (Bonneh
& Sagi, 1998; Herzog & Fahle, 2002; Kovacs, 1996; Polat, 1999; Po-
lat & Sagi, 1993; Polat & Sagi, 1994a) (Bauer & Heinze, 2002; Chav-
ane, Monier, Bringuier, Baudot, Borg-Graham, Lorenceau, &
Fregnac, 2000; Kapadia, Ito, Gilbert, & Westheimer, 1995; Kapadia,
Westheimer, & Gilbert, 2000; Li & Gilbert, 2002; Mandon & Kreiter,
2005; Mizobe, Polat, Pettet, & Kasamatsu, 2001; Polat & Norcia,
1996; Schmidt, Goebel, Lowel, & Singer, 1997; Sugita, 1999), for a
review, see (Series, Lorenceau, & Fregnac, 2003). The nature (either
facilitation or suppression) and the strength of the context effect
are determined by several parameters, such as proximity, similar-
ity, contrast, and global conﬁguration.
Several models of lateral interactions assume that excitatory
and inhibitory connections form a neuronal network wherein eachll rights reserved.unit receives three types of visual input: direct thalamic-cortical
input, lateral input from other units within the network, and top-
down feedback (Adini & Sagi, 2001; Adini, Sagi, & Tsodyks, 1997;
Polat, 1999; Polat, Mizobe, Pettet, Kasamatsu, & Norcia, 1998; Ster-
kin, Yehezkel, et al., 2008). The lateral excitation is organized along
the ﬁlters’ optimal orientation, forming a collinear ﬁeld (Chen &
Tyler, 1999; Polat, 1999; Polat & Norcia, 1998; Polat & Tyler,
1999; Sterkin, Sterkin, & Polat, 2008a) and is superimposed on a
suppressive area surrounding the ﬁlters.
The lateral masking (LM) effect is measured as a decrease in
detection thresholds for low-contrast Gabor patches (GPs) when
ﬂanked by spatially separated collinearly oriented high-contrast
patches (Polat & Sagi, 1993; Polat & Sagi, 1994a; Polat & Sagi,
1994b) (Adini & Sagi, 2001; Adini et al., 1997; Bonneh & Sagi,
1998; Cass & Alais, 2006; Cass & Spehar, 2005; Levi, Hariharan, &
Klein, 2002; Polat & Sagi, 1993; Polat & Sagi, 1994a; Polat & Sagi,
1994b; Solomon & Morgan, 2000; Williams & Hess, 1998; Woods,
Nugent, & Peli, 2002). An important masking factor is the overlap
between the receptive ﬁelds of the responding units. It has been
suggested that the size of the receptive ﬁelds in V1 is estimated
to be about 2–3k (Mizobe et al., 2001; Polat, 1999; Polat & Norcia,
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Robson, 1983; Zenger & Sagi, 1996). Thus, separations of 3k or
more activate lateral interactions between different neurons
responding to the target and the mask (lateral masking). Indeed,
the collinear facilitation is most prominent for a target-to-ﬂanker
separation of 3k, decreasing for longer distances, whereas suppres-
sion is found for shorter separations (Polat & Sagi, 1993).
The collinear facilitation is found in the early visual cortex, sug-
gesting that the early processing stages are involved in the effect
(Crook, Engelmann, & Lowel, 2002; Kapadia et al., 1995; Khoe,
Freeman, Woldorff, & Mangun, 2004; Mizobe et al., 2001; Polat &
Norcia, 1996; Polat et al., 1998). A network of long-range connec-
tions, extending for long distances that exist between similar ori-
entation columns may underlie the observed lateral interactions
(Bolz & Gilbert, 1989; Fitzpatrick, 1996; Gilbert & Wiesel, 1983;
Gilbert & Wiesel, 1985; Grinvald, Lieke, Frostig, & Hildesheim,
1994; Schmidt et al., 1997; Ts’o, Gilbert, & Wiesel, 1986). On the
other hand, ﬂanker facilitation beneﬁts from focused attention in
human observers (Freeman, Driver, Sagi, & Zhaoping, 2003; Free-
man, Sagi, & Driver, 2001; Giorgi, Soong, Woods, & Peli, 2004)
and monkeys (Ito & Gilbert, 1999), suggesting that higher levels
of processing are involved in collinear facilitation. Consequently,
a mechanism based on top-down feedback was proposed (e.g.,
Angelucci et al., 2002; Levi et al., 2002; Rockland & Lund, 1982;
for a review, see (Angelucci & Bressloff, 2006).
The temporal properties of the collinear facilitation are less ex-
plored. It was found that lateral facilitation critically depends on
the order of presentation of the target and ﬂankers (Polat & Sagi,
2006; Polat, Sterkin, & Yehezkel, 2007). Whereas a typical pattern
of lateral interactions was observed for forward or simultaneous
masking, this was not the case for backward masking. More specif-
ically, facilitation of the target detection was observed when collin-
ear ﬂankers were presented simultaneously with the target or
preceding the target. However, this facilitation was canceled when
followed by another presentation of the ﬂankers with a temporal
delay that corresponded with the time–window of active process-
ing of the target. The observed pattern of results is incompatible
with a feedforward account of lateral interactions, according to
which the two temporal effects are linearly summed within a high-
er level receptive ﬁeld. The results suggested that backward mask-
ing affected the lateral interactions and not the detection of the
target per se. In humans, the physiological measurements of the
behavioral facilitation showed a deviation of responses to targets
and ﬂankers presented in combination from the linear summation
of responses when each stimulus was presented alone (Khoe et al.,
2004; Polat & Norcia, 1996). The latter study suggested that gener-
ators at the earlier primary visual cortex and at the extrastriate vi-
sual cortex are involved. Our recent study provided new evidence
for collinear interactions using VEPs (Sterkin, Yehezkel, et al.,
2008). Although no differences in the latencies were found, collin-
ear interactions were reﬂected by nonlinear waveform amplitude
modulation of multiple components. Spectrum analysis revealed
suppression at lower frequencies (up to 0.8 log units) and facilita-
tion at higher frequencies (4–6 Hz, up to 0.8 log units), suggesting
that the physiological correlates of collinear interactions may orig-
inate at multiple sources, only some of which are explicitly facili-
tatory. This is reminiscent of the recent ﬁndings of facilitated
responses of V1 neurons by collinear contours, whereas additional
context resulted in suppression (Li, Piech, & Gilbert, 2006). The
source of this mixed pattern of interactions is a matter of debate.
The effect of center-surround is mostly suppressive but may also
be facilitative in some spatio-temporal combinations, according
to previous psychophysical and physiological studies (Bauer & Hei-
nze, 2002; Chavane et al., 2000; Kapadia et al., 1995, 2000; Li & Gil-
bert, 2002; Mandon & Kreiter, 2005; Mizobe et al., 2001; Polat &
Norcia, 1996; Schmidt et al., 1997; Sugita, 1999); for a review,see (Series et al., 2003). Network models of lateral interactions
were proposed earlier (Adini & Sagi, 2001; Adini, Sagi, & Tsodyks,
2002; Adini et al., 1997; Polat, 1999; Polat et al., 1998). The inter-
play between excitatory neurons, activated by the low-contrast
target, and the complex excitatory and inhibitory effects with dif-
ferent spectral characteristics from the surround, indicate the
involvement of multiple sources that interact with the center and
modulate its response. Increased sensitivity to stimuli may arise
from several possible non-linear interactions, such as a multiplica-
tive increase in ﬁring rate, an increase in the effective contrast of
the stimulus (Reynolds, Pasternak, & Desimone, 2000), or a nor-
malization mechanism that is contingent upon the relative con-
trast of the ﬂankers and target (Cavanaugh, Bair, & Movshon,
2002; Sceniak, Hawken, & Shapley, 2001). Our study did not at-
tempt to distinguish between these alternative mechanisms; how-
ever, any non-linearity should reﬂect the context effect of collinear
ﬂankers.
Here we extended our VEP paradigm to include temporal mask-
ing. Temporal masking is a tool that is widely used to study infor-
mation processing and is sensitive to the physical parameters of
the stimuli, such as duration, contrast, orientation, luminance
and the temporal interval between the target and the mask (Breit-
meyer & Ogmen, 2006). When a mask is presented, typically less
than 100 ms before or after the target, the detection of the target
is reduced (Breitmeyer, 1984; Breitmeyer & Ogmen, 2000, 2006;
Enns & Di Lollo, 2000). The time–window (inter-stimulus interval,
ISI) during which the target response is inﬂuenced by the mask can
be interpreted as the time–window of interactions between the
target and the mask. Physiological experiments provide an upper
limit of 200 ms (Albrecht, 1995; Mizobe et al., 2001; Polat et al.,
1998). Bridgeman’s reanalysis of earlier data (Jeffreys & Mussel-
white, 1986) revealed a U-shaped modulation of the VEP ampli-
tude around 250 ms, corresponding to the behavioral U-shaped
masking function, which is thought to reﬂect visual masking due
to recurrent processing (Bridgeman, 1988). However, a recent
study suggests that it may reﬂect temporal interactions between
the target and mask that are unrelated to the visibility of the target
(Van Aalderen-Smeets, Oostenveld, & Schwarzbach, 2006). A mod-
ulation around this latency has also been found in single neuron
activity in the cat and monkey striate cortex (Bridgeman, 1975;
Bridgeman, 1980).
The results of our earlier psychophysical and VEP experiments
enabled us to develop a working model indicating that the effect
of the masking is determined by a spatio-temporal combination
of several factors: (1) the processing time of the target, (2) the or-
der of presentation of the target and the mask, and (3) the spatial
arrangement of the target and the mask. Suppression was observed
when the mask was positioned within a range that evoked inhibi-
tion from the vicinity of the target, and when the temporal separa-
tion between the target and the mask was short (Polat & Sagi,
2006). In contrast, facilitation was observed when the mask was
presented at a larger spatial separation and when presented simul-
taneously with or before the target, but not when the target pre-
ceded the mask. We propose that masking effects, either
suppression or facilitation, reﬂect integration in the spatial and
the temporal domains of the feedforward response to the target
with the lateral inputs evoked by the mask (excitatory and/or
inhibitory). The excitation evoked by the mask is relatively delayed
since it develops and propagates slowly from the location of the
mask outside the receptive ﬁeld of the target through the lateral
connections. In contrast, inhibition that is produced close to the
target evolves rapidly and follows the onset and the offset of the
stimulus more precisely. Therefore, facilitation is possible only if
the propagation of the excitatory input from the mask to the target
is not delayed by a longer period than the integration time of the
feedforward input. Lateral excitation that overcomes the inhibition
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an explanation that was recently developed in a computational
model (Sterkin, Sterkin, et al., 2008). The model incorporates the
different temporal characteristics of inhibition and excitation and
their effect on lateral interactions. It was argued earlier that
facilitation is sustained compared with fast inhibition (e.g., Polat
& Sagi, 2006). For example, it was shown that in monkey V1 the
collinear facilitation associated with contour saliency developed
much later than the background-induced inhibition (Li et al.,
2006). According to this model, in LM, the fast inhibition is
followed by slower excitation, and the role of the inhibition is
the reduction of local noise. Our working model is also consistent
with Cass & Alais (2006) suggestion of two sets of mechanisms,
each with distinct dynamics: a temporally coincident cortical
representation of collinearity and another, involving slow, long-
range horizontal transmission within V1.
Our motivation in this study was to directly probe the dynamics
of collinear lateral interactions by manipulating the temporal
intervals in the backward masking (BM) paradigm. More speciﬁ-
cally, we investigated how BM, which is assumed to suppress the
processing of a target, will affect the facilitation of the target that
is found in LM. We measured the early sensory-speciﬁc posterior
P1 and N1 components. The initial peak (P1) is an obligatory sen-
sory response that is elicited by visual stimuli regardless of the task
(Luck, 2005), whereas N1 represents the engagement of a global
representation of the target and the ﬂankers via lateral interac-
tions, as suggested by our recent results (Yehezkel, Sterkin, & Polat,
2009).
Several possible outcomes of the BM-on-LMmay be considered.
Masking could suppress the representation of the preceding LM
ﬂankers, reminiscent of a simple pattern masking effect. However,
this prediction is not plausible, since the facilitatory effects are lar-
gely contrast-independent when the contrast of the ﬂankers is
more than double of the detection threshold of the target (Levi
et al., 2002; Polat, 1999; Zenger & Sagi, 1996). In the present study
the ﬂankers were set at 40% contrast, which is about six times the
detection threshold and it is improbable that the backward mask-
ing reduced their effective contrast by a factor of 3. Alternatively,
the representation of the target per se could be suppressed by
inducing a stronger surround inhibition by additional presentation
of ﬂankers. However, the behavioral ﬁndings of the preceding
study of BM-on-LM support a third possibility – a speciﬁc modula-
tion of the interactions between the target and the ﬂankers (Polat
& Sagi, 2006). Since Polat and Sagi showed that the BMwith a maskB
s
ISI
A
Fig. 1. A schematic illustration of the BM effect on lateral interactions (LI). The contrast o
the contrast is increased for presentation. (A) Spatial arrangement of LI between the targ
close range of the target (blue circle), whereas facilitation (green) is evoked when the m
propagation of the activity evoked by the masks to the vicinity of the target via LI; the bl
the spatial separation that evokes maximal facilitation (three wavelengths). (B) For short
LI and thus cancels the facilitation (black crosses). (C) For long ISI, the activity evoked by
propagation of LI is accomplished. (For interpretation of the references to colour in thisidentical to the ﬂankers in LM affected the lateral facilitation and
not the isolated target detection, it was suggested that backward
masking did not affect the neuronal processors directly responding
to the target, but rather canceled the interactions between the
ﬂankers and the target. The current VEP study was motivated by
the behavioral results reported by Polat & Sagi (2006) and was de-
signed to test the predictions made based on these ﬁndings. We
predict a modulatory effect of the BM on the amplitude of the N1
peak that was shown to provide a physiological signature to LI in
LM in on our earlier VEP study (Sterkin, Yehezkel, et al., 2008).
We show that the physiological signature of the facilitatory
interactions induced by LM on the target is affected by the sup-
pression induced by BM, but only when BM coincides with the ac-
tive processing time–window, in line with the behavioral results
reported earlier (Polat & Sagi, 2006). This suggests that spatial
interactions are affected by temporal masking as long as the inte-
gration of target and mask is in progress (Fig. 1). We propose a pos-
sible mechanism of extended persistence of the target
representation underlying behavioral facilitation in LM.
2. Methods
The paradigm in this study is identical to the one used in our re-
cently reported study and the experiment was conducted in the
same group of participants (Sterkin, Yehezkel, et al., 2008), except
for the BM conditions, that is greatly similar to our earlier behav-
ioral study (Polat & Sagi, 2006).
2.1. Participants
VEPs were recorded in 12 volunteers (six females, mean age
31.6) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision in both eyes. All
participants signed the informed consent form.
2.2. Stimuli
The stimuli were localized gray-level gratings (Gabor patches,
GPs) with a spatial frequency of six cycles per degree (wavelength,
k) and equal distribution (STD, r, allowing a minimum two cycles
in the GP), modulated from a background luminance of 40 cd m2
(Fig. 2). Stimuli were presented binocularly on a Richardson Elec-
tronics MR200HBM monochrome monitor, using a Power Macin-
tosh G4 computer (800  600 pixels at a 72 Hz refresh rate). The
effective size of the monitor screen was 34  26 cm, which, at aC
hort ISI long ISI
f all Gabor patches in the scheme is the same, except for the target Gabor, for which
et and the masks. Suppression (red) is evoked when the mask is positioned within a
ask is presented at a larger spatial separation (green). The green arrow denotes the
ack arrow denotes the propagation of the activity evoked by BM at different ISIs. For
ISI, the activity evoked by BM coincides with the time–window of the propagation of
BM fails to interfere with facilitation evoked by LI because it is presented after the
ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 2. Stimuli. (A) Target alone (T) – a single Gabor patch at a contrast of 6%
(contrast increased for presentation). (B) Mask alone – two ﬂanking collinear GPs at
a contrast of 40%, separated by 6k (ﬂankers, F). (C) T in the presence of ﬂankers, each
separated from T by 3k (lateral masking, LM).
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degrees. The experiment was conducted in a dark environment,
wherein the only ambient light came from the monitor.
2.3. Paradigm
The following conditions were tested: (1) A foveal target GP
presented in isolation at a contrast of 6% (at or very close to the
detection threshold) (T), (2) T in the presence of two ﬂanking col-
linear GPs at a contrast of 40% (lateral masking, LM), (3) the ﬂank-
ers alone (F), (4) LM followed by another mask, identical to F,
presented at different time-intervals (ISIs) after LM (BM-on-LM),
and (5) T followed by a mask, identical to F, presented at differentLM
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Fig. 3. Sequence of presentation and VEP linear prediction. (A) BM-on-LM condition:
presentation) in the presence of ﬂankers, collinear GPs at a contrast of 40%, each separate
(backward masking, BM) at four different ISIs (0, 50, 150, and 250 ms). (B) BM-on-T cond
course evoked by T (thin solid), F (dotted) and the linear prediction (thick solid), calculatime-intervals (ISIs) after T (BM-on-T). For the sake of clarity, in the
BM-on-LM condition, we will term the LM as the ‘‘ﬁrst mask” and
the BM that is presented afterwards as the ‘‘second mask”. ISIs of 0,
50, 150, or 250 ms were tested, when 0 ms means that the second
stimulus is presented exactly after the removal of the ﬁrst, with no
further delay (Fig. 3A and B). Stimuli were presented for 50 ms
every 1000 ms, with no change in the average background lumi-
nance. The spatial distance between the target and the ﬂankers
was three wavelengths (k), outside of the receptive ﬁeld of T. Each
condition consisted of 10 trials (10 s each), during which all the
parameters were kept constant. Conditions were presented in ran-
dom order. A small, 2-min arc ﬁxation point, located at the center
of the screen, indicated the T location. Participants were instructed
to maintain their ﬁxation and to avoid eye movements during the
trials. The set of parameters used for the VEP recording was tested
psychophysically and elicited signiﬁcant facilitation of T detection
(mean d-prime improvement of 1.83, from 0.23 (±0.49, STD) for T
to 2.06 (±0.94, STD) for LM (p = 0.001, paired t-test), tested in a
subgroup of eight subjects, as previously described (Polat & Sagi,
1993)).
2.4. VEP recording and signal processing
The EEG was sampled at 432 Hz (ﬁltered from 0.1 to 1000 Hz,
ampliﬁed by 50,000 with Grass Model 12 ampliﬁers) from a cruci-
form array of ﬁve electrodes centered at a midline occipital site
(Oz), spaced by 3 cm (referenced to the midline frontal site, Fz).
For every condition, the average VEPs were computed over a
1000-ms period, for 100 trials per condition. Runs composed of
10 trials were recorded; for each run the mean of two additional
periods of 1000 ms each, at the beginning and at the end of each
run, was taken as the baseline for the run and was not included
in averaging. Trials containing artifacts were rejected (thresholded100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
Time (ms)
N1
1
target alone (T), a single Gabor patch at a contrast of 6% (contrast increased for
d from T by 3k (lateral masking, LM) was followed by a mask with a temporal delay
ition: T followed by BM with similar ISIs. (C) The VEP peaks, P1 and N1, in the time-
ted as the sum of T and F, in a representative subject.
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Fig. 4. Representative waveforms. The VEP time-course of a representative subject,
under the LM condition (the upper time-course) and the four ISIs that were tested
under the BM-on-LM condition (solid, left panel) and the F-alone with correspond-
ing delays (dotted, right panel). Arrows indicate the P1 and N1 peaks; the dashed
vertical line denotes the latency of the P1 peak under the LM condition; black
rectangles denote the expected latency of the P1 peak of the second (BM) mask at
each ISI.
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visual inspection, less than 5% of trials).
The waveforms of all the subjects were ﬁrst entered into a with-
in-subject ANOVA and the standard deviation in the stimulated
periods was compared against the standard deviation of the base-
line (Greenhouse–Geisser correction was applied to correct for
non-sphericity), to ensure signiﬁcance of the VEPs. The evoked
voltage deﬂections under all conditions were signiﬁcantly different
from baseline, as demonstrated by comparing the standard devia-
tion in the stimulated periods against the baseline for BM-on-LM,
at four ISIs (within-subject ANOVA, four conditions, F(3, 33) =
4.167, p < 0.013; corrected p = 0.029, Greenhouse–Geisser epsi-
lon = 0.67). The same comparison for the three basic conditions,
T, F, and LM was reported previously (within-subject ANOVA, three
conditions, F(2, 22) = 14.823, p < 0.001; corrected p < 0.001, Green-
house–Geisser epsilon = 0.77) (Sterkin, Yehezkel, et al., 2008).
Next, the waveforms of the evoked responses were analyzed sepa-
rately for each subject. Peak amplitudes were measured for a posi-
tive component, P1, under all conditions, and a negative
component, N1, under all conditions that included the high-con-
trast ﬂankers (Figs. 3C and 4; for mean peak latencies across sub-
jects, see Table 2). ‘‘Local peak amplitude” within a constant
time–window of 50 ms was used to detect the maxima and min-
ima; the ‘‘local peak” is deﬁned as having greater voltage than
the average of the three to ﬁve points on either side (as opposed
to the ‘‘simple peak” that may occasionally produce an artifact
on the edge of the time–window) (Luck, 2005). Because of the var-
iability in the latencies between subjects, we chose the least vari-
able peak (P1, the most salient peak in the time-course) as the
reference component. Next, the individual latencies of the remain-
ing peaks, relative to the P1 latency within each subject, were de-
tected. The N1 peak (also known as N250), with a latency that is
within the range reported in the literature, was detected. Since vol-ume-conducted voltage ﬁelds sum linearly (Nunez, 1981), linear
additions and subtractions are used to identify the physiological
signature of lateral interactions. A linear prediction of the LM re-
sponse was calculated as the sum of the time-courses evoked by
T and F, each presented alone (T plus F) (see (Sterkin, Yehezkel,
et al., 2008) for details). Comparison of the peak amplitudes be-
tween the LM and the linear prediction response was performed
using within-subject ANOVAs, followed by pair-wise comparisons
per peak performed using paired t-tests. There was no difference
in P1 and N1 amplitude between F at different delays, indicating
the stability of recordings (see Section 3).
On average, there was a slightly higher signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) in the left electrode compared with Oz; however, there were
no signiﬁcant differences in the peak amplitudes under the LM
condition between the Oz and the two electrodes located left and
right of it (within-subject ANOVA, F(4, 2) = 0.3, p = 0.7). The elec-
trode with the maximal SNR varied among subjects (either left or
right). The central recording channel was selected for the group
averages (Oz) to avoid selection bias between the electrodes in dif-
ferent subjects.
The Fourier analysis is a widely applied technique in VEP stud-
ies that provides a quantiﬁcation of the amplitude at each fre-
quency (Luck, 2005). The power (amplitude squared) spectra in
the 2–10 Hz frequency band were calculated separately for each
subject and then averaged across subjects. The signal spectrum
had an exponential proﬁle and energy content at higher frequen-
cies that was insigniﬁcant; therefore, frequencies beyond 10 Hz
were not analyzed. Thus, the data presentation is consistent with
the study of Polat & Norcia (1996), focusing on 4 Hz and including
surrounding frequencies. The ﬁrst count of the spectrum, mainly
representing the DC (i.e., the mean of the originating time-course;
1 Hz), was disregarded. Similarly, the power spectra for the linear
prediction waveforms were calculated per subject. The frequency
domain comparisons between conditions were performed using
paired t-tests on the grand averages. A spectral modulation index
(i.e., the interaction index) was calculated as the log 10 of the ratio
between the power spectrum of the linear prediction and LM at
each frequency. Thus, ratios above zero indicate suppression,
whereas ratios below zero indicate facilitation. The interaction in-
dex for the backward masking conditions was calculated similarly.3. Results
3.1. Waveform
3.1.1. The effects on the ﬁrst mask (LM) in BM-on-LM
Fig. 4 depicts the VEP time-course of a representative subject,
under the LM condition and the four ISIs that were tested under
the BM-on-LM condition, compared to the F-alone at correspond-
ing delays. In our recent study, a signiﬁcant amplitude modulation
of the N1 peak in LM provided a neurophysiological marker for col-
linear interaction (Sterkin, Yehezkel, et al., 2008). Fig. 5 summa-
rizes the peak amplitude of N1. Comparison of the N1 amplitude
in BM-on-LM at four different ISIs, LM, and the linear prediction re-
vealed signiﬁcant differences (within-subject ANOVA, six condi-
tions, the main effect of the condition, F(5, 55) = 6.037, p < 0.001).
However, at an ISI of 0 ms, the amplitude of N1 was similar to that
in LM alone (p = n.s., paired t-test), but was signiﬁcantly decreased
at an ISI of 50 ms (p = 0.015, paired t-test, Table 1). Moreover,
whereas in all ISIs the N1 peak is signiﬁcantly more negative than
in the linear prediction of LM (p < 0.04, paired t-test), it is similar to
the linear prediction of LM in the BM-on-LM with an ISI of 50 ms
(p = n.s., paired t-test Table 1). This suggests that the lateral inter-
actions are canceled and returned to the linearly predicted values
for the ISI of 50 ms.
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Fig. 5. N1 peak amplitude. N1 amplitude under the BM-on-LM condition, for the
linear prediction of LM, LM and BM-on-LM at the four tested ISIs (ms). The asterisk
denotes a signiﬁcant decrease in N1 amplitude.
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shown to be modulated as a correlate of collinear interactions in
LM (Sterkin, Yehezkel, et al., 2008). Although there was no effect
on the P1 amplitude of the ﬁrst mask (LM) under the BM-on-LM
condition, compared with LM alone in either ISI (n.s.), there was
a signiﬁcant decrease in the P1 latency only for ISI = 50 in BM-
on-LM, compared with LM alone (p = 0.01, paired t-test,
171.07 ms in BM-on-LM vs. 160.13 ms in LM). This delay of
11 ms is possibly due to mutual interactions between the ﬁrst
and the second masks, in line with the N1 effect.
3.1.2. The effects on the second mask (BM) in BM-on-LM
Comparison of the N1 amplitude in BM-on-LM at four ISIs vs.
F-alone also revealed signiﬁcant differences (within-subject ANO-
VA, ﬁve conditions, the main effect of condition, F(4, 44) = 6.593,
p < 0.001), although there was no signiﬁcant effect on N1 ampli-
tude in F with different delays (within-subject ANOVA, four condi-
tions, F(3, 33) = 0.334, p = 0.801). The amplitude of N1 of the
second mask was signiﬁcantly reduced, compared with F-delayed
only for ISI = 50 (p = 0.029, paired t-test, n.s. for the other ISIs, Table
1), suggesting that the second mask was affected as well, not just
the ﬁrst. Comparison of the P1 amplitude in BM-on-LM at four ISIs
vs. F-alone also showed signiﬁcant differences (within-subject AN-
OVA, ﬁve conditions, the main effect of condition, F(4, 44) = 7.857,
p < 0.001), although there was no signiﬁcant effect on P1 amplitude
in F with different delays (within-subject ANOVA, four conditions,
F(3, 33) = 0.155, p = 0.925). The amplitude of P1s of the second
mask in BM-on-LM vs. F-delayed was also signiﬁcantly reduced
only for ISI = 50 (p = 0.017, paired t-test, n.s. for the other ISIs, TableTable 1
P-values for t-test comparisons.
ISI
(ms)
N1 amplitude
BM-on-LM vs.
LM
N1 amplitude
BM-on-LM vs.
prediction
P1 amplitude
F-delayed vs. BM
in BM-on-LM
N1 amplitude
F-delayed vs. B
in BM-on-LM
0 0.754 0.030 0.989 0.538
50 0.015 0.941 0.017 0.029
150 0.010 >0.001 0.363 0.178
250 0.142 0.039 0.102 0.666
a Fused representation of the two stimuli, LM and BM, resulting in one merged peak.
Table 2
Peak latencies. Mean peak latency ± STD (ms after stimulus onset).
ISI (ms) P1 LM BMLM P1 BM BMLM N1 LM BMLM P1 BMT P1
0 167.4 ± 22.7 167.4 ± 22.7 227.2 ± 20.6 199.6 ± 33.4 19
50 171.0 ± 25.4 264.5 ± 30.0 212.7 ± 25.6 253.3 ± 25.8 26
150 170.1 ± 28.9 357.8 ± 35.3 221.2 ± 30.9 365.5 ± 37.4 36
250 170.8 ± 37.2 463.2 ± 36.4 231.5 ± 29.0 447.5 ± 33.7 451). Moreover, as shown in Fig. 6A, a comparison of the amplitude of
P1 between the ﬁrst and the secondmasks showed a signiﬁcant de-
crease for the second one, only for ISI = 50 (p = 0.028, paired t-test,
n.s. for the other ISIs, Table 1).
3.1.3. The effects of backward masking on a single GP target (BM-on-T)
The results of the BM-on-T condition may be compared to the
effects on the second mask observed in BM-on-LM. In the BM-
on-T condition, comparison of the P1s of the BM vs. F did not show
signiﬁcant differences (within-subject ANOVA, ﬁve conditions,
F(4, 44) = 2.285, p = 0.079). Comparison of the P1 amplitude of
the BM and the corresponding F-delayed showed no signiﬁcant dif-
ference at any ISI (Fig. 6B. n.s. for all ISIs, Table 1). Thus, the differ-
ent effects under the two conditions clearly show that the
representation of the second mask (BM) is affected only when pre-
ceded by the LM conﬁguration (ﬁrst mask) but not when it follows
a single GP target. Since the waveform of T has no N1 peak, the only
comparison involves the P1 peak. There were no signiﬁcant
changes in the P1 amplitude of T vs. T-alone at any ISI (within-sub-
ject ANOVA, ﬁve conditions, the main effect of condition,
F(4, 44) = 62.520, p = 0.058).
3.1.4. Subtraction
In order to determine howLMaffects the processing of the target,
we subtracted the waveform of LM from the waveform of BM-on-
LM at an ISI of 50 ms. This is the ISI at which the behavioral facilita-
tion of LM was canceled (Polat & Sagi, 2006) and the effects in this
study are revealed. If no interactions are predicted (i.e., in the case
of the linear prediction), a waveform similar to the waveform of
F-delayed is expected as a result of this subtraction. However, the
resulting waveform of the subtraction is highly similar to the wave-
form of the target alone, but with the latency delayed by 30 ms,
which is much closer to the latency of the BM (the cross-correlation
at the shift (i.e., the best lag) of 30 ms is 77.9% computed over a
period of 500 ms, p < 0.0001). Fig. 7 shows the waveforms of the
subtraction compared to the target and F-delayed (Fig. 7A) and
the subtraction shifted in time by 30 ms (Fig. 7B) to illustrate the
high cross-correlation. This suggests that the representation of the
target at an ISI of 50 ms is as if it is presented alone, without the
ﬂankers (as the target alone condition), but with a delay, i.e., it is
sustained.
3.2. Spectrum
3.2.1. BM-on-LM
Our previous study showed that the comparison between the
spectrum of the response elicited by LM and the linearly predictedM
P1 amplitude
ﬁrst vs. second
mask in BMLM
P1 amplitude
F-delayed vs. BM
in BM-on-T
Interaction
index BM-
on-LM vs. LM
Interaction
index BM-
on-T vs. LM
1.00a 0.19 0.396 0.154
0.03 0.26 0.018 0.045
0.27 0.08 0.733 0.015
0.88 0.14 0.969 0.049
F-delayed Peak LM F T + F (linear prediction)
8.9 ± 34.0 P1 160.1 ± 26.7 162.4 ± 24.9 164.6 ± 25.8
0.7 ± 23.7
6.7 ± 35.7 N1 222.4 ± 22.5 225.7 ± 20.9 223.2 ± 20.6
6.0 ± 25.5
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Fig. 7. Subtraction of LM from BM-on-LM at an ISI of 50 ms. At this ISI the
behavioral facilitation of LM was canceled and the effects in this study are revealed.
The resulting waveform of the subtraction is different from F-delayed as would be
expected, however it is highly similar to the waveform of the target alone, but with
the latency delayed by 30 ms, which is much closer to the latency of the BM. (A) The
subtraction (thick solid) is compared to the target (dotted), F-delayed (thin solid)
and (B) the subtraction shifted in time by 30 ms in order to illustrate the high cross-
correlation. The presented waveforms are averaged across 12 subjects.
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Fig. 6. P1 peak amplitude. (A) P1 amplitude under the BM-on-LM condition, for LM (white), the second mask (BM, gray) and F at the corresponding delays (black). The
asterisk denotes a signiﬁcant decrease in P1 amplitude. (B) P1 amplitude under the BM-on-T condition, for the second mask (BM, gray) and F at the corresponding delays
(black).
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Fig. 8. Power spectrum of LM and the linear prediction and interaction index in LM.
(A) The average power spectrum of the VEPs under the LM condition (solid) and the
linear prediction of LM (dotted). The spectra were calculated per subject separately,
in the 1-to-10 Hz frequency band, and averaged. (B) The interaction index was
calculated as the log of the ratio between the amplitude spectrum of the linear
prediction and LM, at each frequency. Thus, ratios above zero indicate suppression,
whereas ratios below zero indicate facilitation. Error bars indicate SEM.
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Yehezkel, et al., 2008). The interaction index, calculated as the ratio
between the spectrum of the linear prediction and LM at each fre-
quency, was used to visualize the nature of the observed non-lin-ear interactions (Fig. 8B). Suppression peaks at the lowest
frequency (0.84 log units) were followed by facilitation at higher
frequencies (4–6 Hz, peak at 6 Hz, 0.82 log units). The spectrum
distribution at the four ISIs, compared with the linear prediction
of LM, is shown in Fig. 9. The interaction index was compared be-
tween LM and all four ISIs in BM-on-LM (within-subject ANOVA,
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Fig. 9. Power spectrum of BM-on-LM compared with the linear prediction of LM.
The average power spectrum of the VEPs under the BM-on-LM condition (solid) and
the linear prediction of LM (dotted) are depicted in separate panels per ISI (0, 50,
150, and 250 ms).
A. Sterkin et al. / Vision Research 49 (2009) 1784–1794 1791ﬁve conditions F(4, 36) = 3.019, p = 0.030). In BM-on-LM, only for
an ISI of 50 ms was there a signiﬁcant difference in the interaction
index when compared with the index found in LM (p = 0.018 mod-
el; other ISIs – n.s., Table 1), showing a shift towards suppression
(Fig. 10). These results are consistent with the changes in the N1
peak amplitude, indicating that in BM-on-LM at an ISI of 50 ms
there is no collinear facilitation.
3.2.2. BM-on-T
The interaction index was compared between LM and all four
ISIs in BM-on-T (within-subject ANOVA, ﬁve conditions,
F(4, 36) = 3.343, p = 0.020). The interaction index is shifted towards
suppression in all ISIs except the shortest one, manifested as a sig-
niﬁcant difference in the interaction index compared with the in-
dex found in LM (see Table 1 for p-values), indicating that there2 4 6 8 10
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Fig. 10. Interaction index under the BM-on-LM. The interaction index was
calculated as in Fig. 6B (solid) and depicted in separate panels per ISI (0, 50, 150,
and 250 ms) in comparison with the interaction index under the LM condition
(dotted).was no facilitation for these ISIs (Fig. 11). The interaction index
in the shortest ISI of 0 ms, at which the representations of T and
F are fused, did not show a signiﬁcant difference from the index
found in LM across frequencies; however, there was no facilitation
in the frequency range that showed facilitation in LM (4–6 Hz).
4. Discussion
Our previous VEP study provided new physiological evidence
for collinear interactions that were reﬂected by nonlinear wave-
form modulation of multiple components (Sterkin, Yehezkel,
et al., 2008). Spectrum analysis revealed suppression at lower fre-
quencies (up to 0.8 log units) and facilitation at higher frequencies
(4–6 Hz, up to 0.8 log units), suggesting that the physiological cor-
relates of collinear interactions may originate at multiple sources,
only some of which are explicitly facilitatory. As predicted, we
have shown that these physiological markers of facilitation are
canceled by backward masking at an ISI of 50 ms, providing a
neurophysiological evidence for the behavioral ﬁndings of Polat
& Sagi (2006). This ISI coincides with the active processing time–
window of the target, conﬁrming our working model. The effect
of canceled facilitation is found both in the waveform and fre-
quency domains. In the waveform domain, whereas the amplitude
of the negative peak, N1, in LM was previously shown to be signif-
icantly different from the linear prediction (Sterkin, Yehezkel, et al.,
2008), N1 remained similar to the linear prediction of LM in the
BM-on-LM with an ISI of 50 ms, in contrast to other ISIs. Other
studies of backward masking provide similar estimates of the max-
imal effect, in the range of 50–100 ms (Breitmeyer, 1984; Breit-
meyer & Ogmen, 2000; Enns & Di Lollo, 2000; Francis, 2000).
This pattern of results suggests that presentation of another mask
while the lateral interactions are still in their active state may
interfere with them, as was fully predicted from our working mod-
el. Speciﬁcally, the results suggest that lateral interactions are
based on the relatively slow and sustained excitation overcoming
the faster and transient inhibition.
4.1. Debate on what is BM
For many years, in the dominant model of BM the masking ef-
fect was associated with interactions between sustained and tran-2 4 6 8 10
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Fig. 11. Interaction index under the BM-on-T condition. The interaction index was
calculated as in Fig. 6B (solid) and depicted in separate panels per ISI (0, 50, 150, and
250 ms) in comparison with the interaction index under the LM condition (dotted).
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different temporal resolutions (Breitmeyer, 1984). The relatively
fast transient channel, which is assumed to process the mask, is
thought to inhibit the sustained channel, which is assumed to re-
spond to the target. In this model, when the mask is delayed rela-
tive to the target, the inhibitory transient signal overlaps the
slower sustained signal of the target. Later, this model was modi-
ﬁed for distributed neural networks: it included both early and la-
ter stages of visual processing (Breitmeyer & Ogmen, 2000).
Alternative models have been recently introduced (Enns & Di Lollo,
2000; Francis, 2003). For example, the object-substitution model is
based on the re-entrant pathways, assuming that perception is
achieved when the ongoing patterns of activity (bottom-up) match
the perceptual hypothesis (top-down) (Enns & Di Lollo, 2000; Fran-
cis, 2003). Backward masking disrupts this match, thus interfering
with the perception of the target. This model relies on the observa-
tion that BM is attention-dependent, since BM is diminished when
attention is focused on the target.
In our results, the representation of the mask was also affected,
as reﬂected by the decreased amplitude of the P1 peak, only when
it was presented following LM, but not following a single target.
These results rule out the possibility of a simple pattern masking
effect with a temporal delay and indicate that there is a mutual
interference in cortical representation of the target and the mask,
depending on the exact stage of processing of the visual events,
both the ﬁrst and the second. In the frequency domain, whereas
the spectrum was previously shown to include a facilitatory range
(Sterkin, Yehezkel, et al., 2008), it was shifted towards suppression
with no evidence of facilitation, selectively at an ISI that coincides
with the active processing time–window. Thus, our results suggest
that the object-substitution model discussed above is less likely,
since the representation of both the target and the mask is affected
at an ISI that coincides with active processing of both stimuli.
4.2. Dynamics of collinear facilitation
Lateral interactions are assumed to be relatively slow (Bringu-
ier, Chavane, Glaeser, & Fregnac, 1999; Cass & Alais, 2006; Grinvald
et al., 1994; Polat & Sagi, 2006; Polat et al., 2007; Series et al.,
2003). Cass & Alais (2006) have shown that psychophysical collin-
ear facilitation is likely to be mediated by two sets of mechanisms,
each with distinct dynamics: a fast integrative mechanism, possi-
bly driven by synchronous onset of cortical response to collinear
stimuli and another, involving slow, long-range horizontal trans-
mission within V1. Our ﬁndings demonstrate that collinear facilita-
tion is sustained, but also has a slow time-constant. It was
suggested earlier that excitation develops slowly and is sustained,
lagging behind the stimulus both at the onset and offset, whereas
inhibition is rapid and transient, following the onset and offset of
the stimulus more precisely (Polat & Sagi, 2006; Polat et al.,
2007). This is a fundamental assumption in our working model
and is supported by the relatively slow time scale that character-
izes lateral interactions (Bringuier et al., 1999; Grinvald et al.,
1994; Series et al., 2003) and the strong, transient, and fast inhibi-
tion (Bair, Cavanaugh, & Movshon, 2003; Borg-Graham, Monier, &
Fregnac, 1998).
Collinear interactions are thought to mediate contour integra-
tion (Kovacs, 1996; Pettet, McKee, & Grzywacz, 1998; Polat,
1999; Polat & Sagi, 1994b; Sterkin, Sterkin, et al., 2008). Recently,
we have proposed a computational model for contour integration
in the context of noise that incorporates a temporal element into
the spatial architecture (Sterkin, Sterkin, et al., 2008). The basic
principles of the model include activity-dependent interactions,
that is, facilitation for low and suppression for high activity and
different time-constants for the two processes, inhibition having
a shorter time-constant than excitation. Testing the model on atexture of randomly oriented GPs demonstrated that initially the
response to every element decreases owing to fast inhibition be-
tween the neighboring elements, shifting the activity towards the
range of collinear facilitation. Next, the slower excitation induces
facilitation selectively for the collinear contour elements. Conse-
quently, the response to the collinear elements of the contour in-
creases. Moreover, facilitation was shown to reduce the variance
in the amplitude and the latency of responses (Kasamatsu, Polat,
Pettet, & Norcia, 2001). This ﬁnding was also incorporated into
the model, providing a better temporal correlation between the
contour elements. The outcomes of backward masking on lateral
interactions in this study suggest that collinear facilitation extends
the persistence of representation of the target and the collinear
ﬂankers, whereas the representation of the non-collinear elements
is diminished, thus providing the basis for increasing the saliency
of a contour.
4.3. A possible mechanism of collinear facilitation
The results of subtracting the time-course of LM from BM-on-
LM at an ISI at which both behavioral and physiological markers
of facilitatory interactions were canceled suggest a possible mech-
anism for collinear lateral interaction. Unlike in the case of no
interactions, for which the outcome of such subtraction would
resemble the waveform of F-delayed, the resulting waveform is
highly similar to the waveform of the target alone, with a latency
shift that is compatible with the latency of the mask. Note that
the integration time of the target alone almost ends by the time
that the second mask is presented, and thus the representation
of the target should be diminished by that time. However, we
found that the representation is not changed, but it is shifted by
30 ms, indicating that the time-constant of the target increased.
In other words, it is possible that collinear facilitation extends
the persistence of the target representation as if the duration of
presentation is longer, resulting in perceptually elevated contrast
of the target, and thus improves the detection of the target. The dif-
ferent BM effect in BMLM vs. BMT further supports our prediction
of the sustained representation of target by collinear ﬂankers.5. Conclusions
We developed a new VEP paradigm for exploring the dynamics
of collinear interactions using backward masking in the human vi-
sual cortex. Our results show that the physiological markers of
behavioral facilitation in LM are canceled by BM at an ISI of
50 ms, in both the time-course and frequency domains, in agree-
ment with earlier psychophysical ﬁndings and with no BM effect
on T-alone at the same ISI. Since this ISI coincides with the active
time–window of lateral interactions, the results conﬁrm our work-
ing model of collinear interactions, postulating that relatively slow
and sustained lateral excitation overcomes the faster and transient
inhibition. Moreover, mutual interference in cortical representa-
tion of both the ﬁrst and the second events is found. Finally, the
outcome of waveform subtraction between BM-on-LM and LM is
similar to the delayed cortical representation of the target pre-
sented alone, suggesting a mechanism of extended persistence of
the target representation that could underlie behavioral facilitation
in LM. Thus, our results suggest an explanation for the role of im-
proved detection of collinear stimuli in grouping of contours.Acknowledgments
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Appendix
1. The spectrum of the responses to T and to F were added, gener-
ating the predicted response spectrum.UT ¼ fftðTÞ – Fourier transform of T
UF ¼ fftðFÞ – Fourier transform of F
ULM ¼ fftðLMÞ – Fourier transform of LM
Upredict ¼ UT þUF – Linear prediction
2. Power spectra of the resulting prediction (calculated in step 1),
T, F, and LM were calculated.ST ¼ UT UT – power spectrum of T (multiplying UT by its
complex conjugated)
SF ¼ UF UF – power spectrum of F
SLM ¼ ULM ULM – power spectrum of LM
Spredict ¼ Upredict Upredict – power spectrum of linear
prediction
3. The Interaction index was calculated as the log 10 of the ratio
between the power spectra of the predicted response and LM.I ¼ lg Spredict
SLM
The Interaction index for BM-on-LM and BM-on-T was calcu-
lated exactly as for LM, in order to directly compare the indices un-
der the conditions of backward masking to the index obtained in
LM.
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